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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 8:53 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

This is why we bothered to delve into the fundamental side Thursday morning. The past couple of
days of serial weak international trade numbers are now weighing more heavily on global
equities. Add to that a speech Thursday morning by Mario Draghi criticizing the political class for the
lack of structural reform as the root of global economic weakness, and you have more than enough to
explain the weakening of EQUITIES and the continued strong bid in the GOVVIES.
After Friday’s very weak +38,000 Nonfarm Payrolls number saw the US EQUITIES take on a
‘bad news is good news’ psychology. While that seemed to leave the bulls in control, it would
only maintain if the bad news did not get too much worse. We seem to have arrived at that
juncture now.
Here’s the critical consideration today: As noted previous, the June S&P 500 future pushing
above both 2,075-78 and 2,080-85 was not just a violation of the next nominal resistance. It set
up a psychology that the 2,105 April high would be violated. It is therefore most interesting
that after the very weak US Nonfarm Payrolls number last Friday it held right back in the 2,085
area once again.
The burden of proof remained on the bears. Failing to knock it through those supports (i.e.
violated resistances) they were suffering with the next push higher. Above the 2,105 previous
high of the rally left the 2,120 mid-2015 congestion and especially the 2,132 front month
futures all-time high of the overall rally as the next resistances. Failing up near 2,120 prior to the
current weakness was not what the bulls had in mind.
The question was whether Thursday’s modest weakness can turn into a violation of at least
2,105 to restore any sort of downside momentum? It has, and that leaves the 2,085 and the
2,078-75 areas back in play.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest TrendView video analysis and Market
Observations write-up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. It is
available to all Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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